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Abstract. In this note, an observation is made regarding the Skein hash function [1] which has been selected for the second round of NIST’s SHA-3 hash function competition. This observation is applied to re-assess the security of Skein MAC. If \( n \) is the state size and \( m \) is the minimum of state and output sizes, then the stated security of Skein MAC is up to \( \min(2^{n/2}, 2^m) \). We note that whenever the output size is more than \( n \) bits, the security of Skein MAC is always up to \( 2^{n/2} \).

1 Skein as a cascaded hash function

To produce large size hash values, Skein hash function repeats the output transformation as much as needed with the same chaining input state but with different counter as the input to the output transformation [1, Figure 7]. The desired length of the output is encoded as one of the inputs to the Skein hash function\(^1\). This can be seen as a cascaded hash function construction where each hash function in the cascade differs only in one input to the output transformation.

It is known from the attacks of Joux [2] that the cascade of two hash functions is not really more secure than that of the single best function in the cascade. This result can be generalised to the cascade of more than two hash functions. This attack also holds for Skein hash function when it is used to generate, for example, \( 2^n \)-bit output following the description in section 2.4 of [1].

The output transformation uses the same input chaining value to the output transformation with different index inputs in order to generate a variable length output. Hence, instead of doing Joux multicollision, we can just find one collision on the first hash function which will also be a collision for the second one. In this sense, Skein hash function with more than \( n \)-bit output can be visualised as a weak cascade hash function. It seems that designers of Skein implicitly observes this attack by noting that “Producing large outputs is often convenient, but of course the security of Skein is limited by the internal state size.”

\(^1\) The 32-byte configuration string encodes the desired output length (see page 6 of [1]).
2 Application of the above observation on Skein MAC

A dedicated MAC mode has been proposed for the Skein hash function (see sections 2.6, 4.3 of [1]) in the style of secret prefix MAC \([H(k\|\cdot)]\)\(^2\) where a secret key is processed as a message block with 0 input state first followed by the steps involved in the hashing process. This construction is a provably secure PRF if the underlying block cipher, namely threefish, in Skein is a PRP and hence it is also a provably secure MAC. It has been observed by the designers that the PRF/MAC modes generate a variable length output which is encoded as one of the inputs to the hash function.

If \(n\) is the state size and \(m\) is the minimum of state and output size, then it has been claimed that [1, p.28] it takes up to \(\min(2^{n/2}, 2^m)\) to forge the Skein MAC. Let output size be \(2n\) bits, then \(m = n\) bits. Now we can ask MAC oracle on \(2^{n/2}\) equal length messages hoping for two messages to collide producing the same \(2n\)-bit output. That is with a good probability, we get a collision before the application of the two output transformations after \(2^{n/2}\) MAC oracle queries. Let \(x\) and \(x^*\) be the colliding messages. Now we ask the MAC oracle for the \(2n\)-bit tag for the message \(x\|y\). Note that \(H(k\|x\|y) = H(k\|x^*\|y)\) and hence we output \(x^*\|y\) as the forged message. Designers have made a similar observation from the point of view of the hash function in [1, p.38]. In the sense of this generic analysis, the complexity of the forgery attack is always up to \(2^{n/2}\) instead of \(\min(2^{n/2}, 2^m)\) whenever the output size is made more than \(n\).

Note that for a single lane Skein-MAC (without cascade of multiple outputs), the security against the forgery attacks with the complexity of \(\min(2^{n/2}, 2^m)\) still holds.
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\(^2\) The UBI chaining mode used for Skein hashing prevents the trivial forgery attacks that work on the secret prefix MAC following the Merkle-Damgård hash structure as noted in [1].